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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements about SSL VPN is TRUE? 

A. Traffic is not encrypted in a LAN deployment, where clear text requests are forwarded to internal servers. 

B. All traffic is always encrypted. 

C. Traffic is encrypted, when it is initiated from a LAN. 

D. Administration traffic is not encrypted. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The process that performs the authentication for SmartDashboard is: 

A. fwm 

B. vpnd 

C. cvpnd 

D. cpd 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In a "zero downtime" scenario, which command do you run manually after all cluster members are upgraded? 

A. cphaconf set_ccp broadcast 

B. cphaconf set clear_subs 

C. cphaconf set mc_relod 

D. cphaconf set_ccp multicast 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Steve tries to configure Directional VPN Rule Match in the Rule Base. But the Match column does not have the option to
see the Directional Match. Steve sees the following screen. What is the problem? 
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A. Steve must enable directional_match(true) in the objects_5_0.C file on SmartCenter Server. 

B. Steve must enable Advanced Routing on each Security Gateway. 

C. Steve must enable VPN Directional Match on the VPN Advanced screen, in Global properties. 

D. Steve must enable a dynamic routing protocol, such as OSPF, on the Gateways. 

E. Steve must enable VPN Directional Match on the gateway object\\'s VPN tab. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Match the Best Management High Availability synchronization-status descriptions for your Security Management Server
(SMS): 

A. A - 3, B - 1, C - 2, D - 4 

B. A - 3, B - 1, C - 4, D - 2 

C. A - 4, B - 3, C - 1, D - 2 

D. A - 3, B - 2, C - 1, D - 4 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Review the R75 configuration. 
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Is it correct for Management High Availability? 

A. No, the Security Management Servers must reside on the same network. 

B. No, the Security Management Servers must be installed on the same operating system. 

C. No, the Security Management Servers do not have the same number of NICs. 

D. No, a R71 Security Management Server cannot run on Red Hat Linux 9.0. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Typically, when you upgrade the Security Management Server, you install and configure a fresh R75 installation on a
new computer and then migrate the database from the original machine. Which of the following statements are TRUE? 

A. Both machines must have the same number of interfaces installed and configured before migration can be
attempted. 

B. The new machine may not have more Check Point products installed than the original Security Management Server. 

C. All product databases are included in the migration. 

D. The Security Management Server on the new machine must be the same or greater than the version on the original
machine. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer complains of the weak performance of his systems. He has heard that Connection Templates accelerate
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traffic. How do you explain to the customer about template restrictions and how to verify that they are enabled? 

A. To enhance connection-establishment acceleration, a mechanism attempts to "group together" all connections that
match a particular service and whose sole discriminating element is the source port. To test if connection templates are
enabled, use the command fwaccel stat. 

B. To enhance connection-establishment acceleration, a mechanism attempts to "group together" all connections that
match a particular service and whose sole discriminating element is the destination port. To test if connection templates
are enabled, use the command fwacel templates. 

C. To enhance connection-establishment acceleration, a mechanism attempts to "group together" all connections that
match a particular service and whose sole discriminating element is the destination port. To test if connection templates
are enabled, use the command fw ctl templates. 

D. To enhance connection-establishment acceleration, a mechanism attempts to "group together" all connections that
match a particular service and whose sole discriminating element is the source port. To test if connection templates are
enabled, use the command fw ctl templates. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What proprietary Check Point protocol is the basis of the functionality of Check Point ClusterXL inter-module
communication? 

A. RDP 

B. IPSec 

C. CCP 

D. HA OPCODE 

E. CKPP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

When an Endpoint user is able to authenticate but receives a message from the client that it is unable to enforce the
desktop policy, what is the most likely scenario? 

A. The user\\'s rights prevent access to the protected network. 

B. A Desktop Policy is not configured. 

C. The gateway could not locate the user in SmartDirectory and is allowing the connection with limitations based on a
generic profile. 

D. The user is attempting to connect with the wrong Endpoint client. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 11

You need to back up the routing, interface, and DNS configuration information from your R75 SecurePlatform Security
Gateway. Which backup-and-restore solution do you use? 

A. SecurePlatform back up utilities 

B. Manual copies of the directory $FWDIR/conf 

C. Database Revision Control 

D. Commands upgrade_export and upgrade_import 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You enable Sweep Scan Protection and Host port scan in IPS to determine if a large amount of traffic from a specific
internal IP address is a network attack, or a user\\'s system is infected with a worm. Will you get all the information you
need from these actions? 

A. Yes. IPS will limit the traffic impact from the scans, and identify if the pattern of the traffic matches any known
worms. 

B. No. These IPS protections will only block the traffic, but it will not provide a detailed analysis of the traffic. 

C. No. To verify if this is a worm or an active attack, you must also enable TCP attack defenses. 

D. No. The logs and alert can provide some level of information, but determining whether the attack is intentional or a
worm, requires further research. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

The ________ Check Point ClusterXL mode must synchronize the physical interface IP and MAC addresses on all
clustered interfaces. 

A. New Mode HA 

B. Pivot Mode Load Sharing 

C. Multicast Mode Load Sharing 

D. Legacy Mode HA 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14
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The SmartEvent Server: 

A. displays the received events 

B. adds events to the events database 

C. invokes defined automatic reactions 

D. analyzes each IPS log entry as it enters the Log server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Your customer asks you about the Performance Pack. You explain to him that a Performance Pack is a software
acceleration product which improves the performance of the Security Gateway. There are two ways to enable or disable
this acceleration. The first one is to use the command cpconfig (see the Figure 1). 

The second one is to use the command fwaccel on off (see the Figure 2). 

What is the difference between those two commands? 

A. The command cpconfig works on the Security Platform only. The command fwaccel can be used on all platforms. 

B. The fwaccel command determines the default setting. The command cpconfig can dynamically change the setting,
but after the reboot it reverts to the default setting. 

C. Both commands have the same function. 

D. The cpconfig command enables acceleration. The command fwaccel can dynamically change the setting, but after
the reboot it reverts to the default setting. 

Correct Answer: D 
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